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ABSTRACT
Statues of males and females, usually of husbands and wives, first appear during Egypt’s
Old Kingdom from the Fourth through Sixth Dynasty (2649 - 2150 BCE). Known as
“pair statues” or “dyads,” the two individuals are seated or standing beside one another.
In most instances, the female touches or holds her male counterpart, which may or may
not be reciprocated by the male figure. Research has shed much light on royal dyads, like
those of the pharaoh Menkaure (4th Dynasty). However, non-royal dyads have not yet
received adequate attention, except in cases where scholars discuss size variations of the
individuals in relation to representations of their gender. Scholars such as Ann Roth, Gay
Robins, and Lynn Meskell have argued that the size variation between males and females
represented in two-dimensional and three-dimensional art is due to a hierarchical system
of gender representation in which the male is shown larger due to his higher importance
in comparison to a woman. However, through a comparison of a collection of non-royal
dyads, my research suggests that gender and hierarchical scale were not directly linked as
previous scholars have argued. Data obtained through museum catalogues and excavation
reports will be analyzed in order to statistically quantify various aspects of these pair
statues. The collection of dyads will be evaluated utilizing art historical methods of
comparative analysis in conjunction with ‘daily-life’ scenes so that an understanding of
their function can be concluded. By comparing scenes and dyads found in a funerary
context, interpretations regarding the rebirth of the male individual can be reached.
Research will rely on funerary texts and the individual’s mode of representing their self
in order to make conclusions regarding the female’s participation in her male
counterpart’s regeneration. This study will argue that the placement of these dyads in the
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serdabs of mastabas was purposefully chosen because of the importance of the family and
their relationship to the tomb. I will also argue, based upon previous theories, that the
representation of the embrace made by females towards males functioned as a form of
sexual excitation utilized by the man during his rebirth. The general purpose of this
analysis will be to reach an understanding of the function and form of non-royal dyads.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
During the Fourth through Sixth Dynasties of the Old Kingdom (2686 - 2125
BCE)1 in ancient Egypt, non-royal individuals utilized a variety of methods and artistic
depictions to represent themselves in various mediums. At this time we see an emergence
of artistic innovations that would remain in their repertoire for years to come. One type of
statue rose in popularity, known today as a ‘dyad’ or ‘pair statue’.2 It consists of two
individuals, typically male and female. Depicted beside one another in these dyads, the
female is often represented embracing her male counterpart. Occasionally, the male can
also be seen reciprocating this embrace toward the female. Initially, this study began
because these dyads presented such personal ‘moments in time’ between individuals, yet
little scholarship was found discussing these statues and their poses, or their form and
function. Furthermore, scholarly research focuses primarily on royal dyads and triads,
like those of Menkaure, and other royal individuals from different time periods
throughout ancient Egyptian history (Fig. 1).3
This examination aims to explain size variation, position, embraces, and the
function of non-royal dyads. Current research also lacks a complete corpus of dyads

1

Ian Shaw, ed., The Oxford History of Ancient Egypt (Location: Press, 2000), 89.

2

For an early discussion on dyads and pair statues see Heinrich Schäfer, Principles of Egyptian Art, trans.
Emma Brunner-Traut (Oxford: Griffith Institute, 1986), 233; See also Nadine Cherpion, “Sentiment
Conjugal et Figuration à l’Ancien Empire,” in Kunst des Alten Reiches: Symposium im Deutschen
Archäologisches Institut Abteilung Kairo am 29. Un 30. Oktober 1991, ed. Anonymous (Mainz, Germany:
Verlag Philipp von Zabern Publisher, 1995). 33-47.
3

For a more in depth discussion about the Menkaure dyads and triads see Bernard V. Bothmer, “Notes on
the Mycerinus triad,” in Egyptian art: selected writings of Bernard V. Bothmer, ed. Madeleine Cody (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2004): 11-24; Florence Dunn Friedman, “The Menkaure dyad(s),” in Egypt
and beyond: essays presented to Leonard H. Lesko upon his retirement from the Wilbour chair of
Egyptology at Brown University June 2005, eds. Stephen E. Thompson and Peter Der Manuelian
(Providence, RI: Brown Univ., Dept. Of Egyptology and Ancient Western Asian Studies, 2008): 109-144.
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dating to the Old Kingdom. Therefore it has also been necessary to create a corpus of
non-royal dyads. This research surveys pair statues of the Old Kingdom and attempts to
trace patterns that will allow us to correlate or refute previously posited theories about
these dyads, like the theory of proper right being more significant than proper left when
placing figures beside one another. The methodology used when selecting dyads was
based upon three criteria that are: provenance, inscription, and date. The current corpus is
not exhaustive and only includes a very limited number of statues. The importance of the
three criteria is integral to answer several previously posited theories of scholars that will
be addressed following. Questions that will be addressed include: do all dyads represent
the tomb owner on the viewer’s left?; are size differences related to tomb ownership?;
why are wives often seen embracing their husbands and does it correlate with the scale of
the figures or tomb ownership?; Is there a familial connection between the dyads and the
tomb, and more specifically does their placement within the tomb have a purpose?
Several terms that will be utilized throughout this thesis require definition.
‘Hierarchic scale’ or more generally, size variation can best be described as the size by
which Egyptian artists depicted more important figures in relation to others of lesser
status (Fig. 2).4 For example, both Edna Russmann and Whitney Davis explain that if a
figure is larger in comparison to another, it is due to greater significance; and it often
identifies the tomb owner.5 References to ‘royal’ apply only to the king and his

4

Whitney Davis, The Canonical Tradition in Ancient Egyptian Art (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1989), 7, 160; Edna Russmann, Egyptian Sculpture: Cairo and Luxor (Texas: University of Texas
Press, 1989), 24.
5

Whitney Davis, The Canonical Tradition in Ancient Egyptian Art, 7, 160; Edna Russmann, Egyptian
Sculpture: Cairo and Luxor, 24.
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immediate family, while ‘non-royal’ refers to all other members of the social hierarchy.6
More explicitly, the term ‘elite’ can apply to non-royal individuals, but only those who
held higher social roles and positions compared to the lower classes within ancient
Egyptian society.7 When there are references to statuary, the terms proper right and left
(anatomical terms) will be used.8 When discussing representations of more than one
individual viewer’s left and right will be used to provide clear distinctions regarding an
individual’s body when positioned beside another’s.9 Because this discussion will refer to
both sexes and their commissioned portrayal of their gender, an explanation of what these
concepts mean will follow.
Too often, gender and sex are conflated to the same concept, when they are both
two completely separate notions. Gender can best be described as the way in which a
person can construct for himself or herself materially, while playing an active role in a
particular culture.10 Sex is equated to our biological make-up when we are born, e.g. male
or female and typically remains unchanged within a culture.11 In antiquity, individuals

6

John Baines, “Society, Morality and Religious Practice,” in Religion in Ancient Egypt, ed. B. Schafer
(London: Routledge, 1991), 132; Rosalie David, Handbook to Life in Ancient Egypt (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1998), 90-91.
7

John Baines, “Society, Morality and Religious Practice,” 132; Rosalie David, Handbook to Life in Ancient
Egypt, 90-91.
8

Heinrich Schäfer, Principles of Egyptian Art, trans. Emma Brunner-Traut (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1986), 34.
9

Richard Wilkinson, Symbol and Magic in Egyptian Art (New York: Thames & Hudson, 1999), 64.

10

Marilyn Frye, The Politics of Reality: Essays in Feminist Theory (Ontario: Crossing Press, 1983), 845.
Bettina Arnold, “Sein und Werden”: Gender as Process in Mortuary Ritual,” in In pursuit of Gender:
Worldwide Archaeological Approaches, eds. Sarah Milledge Nelson and Myriam Rosen-Ayalon (Lanham,
MD: Alta Mira Press, 2002), 241; Elizabeth Prine, “Searching for Third Genders: towards a prehistory of
domestic space in Middle Missouri Villages, in Archaeologies of Sexuality, eds. R. A. Schimdt and Barbara
Voss (London: Routledge, 2000), 197.
11

Marilyn Frye, The Politics of Reality: Essays in Feminist Theory, 845.
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could alter their gender according to cultural norms, but not their sex.12 It is pertinent to
distinguish the two ideas because they are a part of modern culture, but also because the
ancient Egyptians doubtfully separated the two as we do today.13 Size variation was a
major factor when artistically rendering individuals of different sexes, but it also occurred
when gods/ goddesses and royal individuals (specifically the pharaoh) were represented
with other people of different social statuses (Fig. 2).14 Size variation and hierarchic scale
have been used by modern scholars to draw conclusions about the level of social equality
ancient Egyptian women were afforded.15 Most today agree that ancient Egyptian women
held far more positions and were afforded more rights than other ancient cultures around
the world.16 Size is taken as an indicator of significance and then equated to inequality,
which is a mischaracterization of inequality.

12

Today in modern cultures, individuals can and are changing their sex using surgery and medication, but
there is no evidence, especially in ancient Egypt, that ancient individuals had access to ‘sex changes’.
13

Gay Robins, Reflections of women in the New Kingdom Ancient Egyptian art from The British Museum 4
February-14, May 1995, Revista Mundo Antigo 4 (Atlanta: Michael C. Carlos Museum, Emory University,
1995), 32.
14

Whitney Davis, The Canonical Tradition in Ancient Egyptian Art, 7, 160.

15

Gay Robins, “Some Principles of Compositional Dominance and Gender Hierarchy in Egyptian Art,”
Journal of the American Research Center in Egypt 31, (1994); Ann Roth, “Little women: gender and
hierarchic proportion in Old Kingdom mastaba chapels, in The Old Kingdom art and archaeology:
proceedings of the conference held in Prague, May 31-June 4, 2004, ed. Miroslav Bárta (Prague: Czech
Institute of Egyptology Faculty of Arts, Charles University in Prague, 2004); Lynn Meskell, “Size Matters:
Sex, gender, and status in Egyptian iconography” in Redefining Archaeology: Feminist Perspectives, eds.
M. Casey, D. Donlon, J. Hope, and S. Welfare (Canberra: Australian National University, 1998).
16

Gay Robins, “Women in ancient Egypt,” in Women’s roles in ancient civilizations: a reference guide, ed.
Bella Vivante (Westport, CT Greenwood Press, 1999), 13, 116; Henry Fischer “Women in the Old
Kingdom and the Heracleopolitan Period”, in Women’s Earliest Records from Ancient Egypt and Western
Asia: Proceedings of the Conference on Women in the Ancient Near East, Brown University, Providence,
Rhode Island, November 5-7, 1987, ed., Barbara S. Lesko (Latvia: Scholars Press, 1989), 14-5; Susan
Tower Hollis, “Women of Ancient Egypt and the Sky Goddess Nut,” The Journal of America Folklore:
Folklore and Feminism 100, no. 398 (1987): 501.

4

Sheila Whale17 and Henry Fischer18 have argued that the wife took a secondary
role in the scenes of her husband’s tomb, while he actively participated in them. They
argue that the role a women played was submissive in nature, and thus, secondary. While
this may be true, these interpretations do not have clear evidence proving that the female
counterpart had no active role in her husband’s rebirth in the afterlife; size is not clear
criteria for active versus passive roles within the context of rebirth; more evidence is
required.
Discourse within Egyptology concerning gender is still developing. It was not
until the late 1980s with modernist perspectives that scholars began questioning gender
and sex ideals as they relate to the conventions of ancient Egyptian art and how the
ancient Egyptians chose to represent that distinction artistically, if at all. Gender
scholarship has gained a substantial amount of interest recently, which has produced new
and significant research within the field of Egyptology.19 While this is a move in the right
direction, it has been argued that modern scholarship ignores the place of man because it
has been understood as static, with more attention directed towards finding women in the
historical record.20 This study aims to be inclusive of both males and females so that their
relationship to one another can be better understood.

17

Sheila Whale, The Family in the eighteenth Dynasty of Egypt: a study of the representation of the family
in private tombs (Australian Centre for Egyptology: studies 1, Sydney: Warminster, Aris & Phillips, 240.
18

Henry Fischer, “Women in the Old Kingdom and the Heracleopolitan Period, 6.

19

For example see, Carolyn Graves-Brown, ed. Sex and Gender in Ancient Egypt: ‘Don your wig for a
joyful hour’ (Swansea: The Classical Press of Whales, 2008).
20

R. B. Parkinson, “Boasting about hardness: constructions of Middle Kingdom masculinity,” in Sex and
Gender in Ancient Egypt: ‘Don your wig for a joyful hour’, ed. Carolyn Graves-Brown (Swansea: The
Classical Press of Whales, 2008), 115.

5

Moreover, caution must be taken when discussing gender and sex distinctions
within ancient contexts. Joan Gero and Margaret Conkey state that the “transformation of
the social and historical sciences because of feminist-inspired critiques and scholarship
has proceeded rapidly, and encompasses a multiplicity of approaches and studies”.21 This
statement applies to this study since scholars such as Ann Roth, Gay Robins, and Lynn
Meskell disagree on fundamental methods and interpretations of findings, which in turn
has shaped the course of gender theory within Egyptology. While all three scholars
discuss intriguing questions and reach different conclusions, they all attempt to refrain
however, from projecting modern Western views upon the ancient world.
For this analysis, a corpus of dyads will be studied and analyzed in conjunction
with the previous scholarship of Robins, Roth, and Meskell who have focused their
attention on gender, specifically in association with scale. Robins surveys how size and
compositional dominance can change artistic portrayals of individuals in twodimensional art when represented in groups. By examining Old, Middle, and New
Kingdom artistic depictions of couples, Robins claims that men will take precedence over
their female counterparts, whether wife or mother, but that the owner of a monument,
who was assumed to be male, will always take the primary position, e.g. the viewer’s
left.22 While women could have their own tombs, Robins does not include them in her
examination. As a result of her investigation, Robins concludes that there is a strong
correlation between gender and scale for males and females, but that the rules are broken

21

See Margaret Conkey and Joan Gero, eds. “Tensions, Pluralities, and Engendering Archaeology,” in
Engendering Archaeology: Women and Prehistory (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 1991), 3-30.
22

Gay Robins, “Some Principles of Compositional Dominance and Gender Hierarchy in Egyptian Art,” 33.

6

with men and women shown at the same scale occasionally.23 Robins argues that since
most tomb owners are male, there is a gender inequality presented between men and
women, with a number of factors intersecting.24 For example, there is an intersection
between sexuality, gender, age, status, and identity among all individuals. Regardless of
time or space, these factors play key roles in the lives of individuals, whether ancient or
modern.
Roth proposes a different argument, addressing and reconsidering certain aspects
of hierarchic proportion related to gender that are seen in mastaba chapel scenes of men’s
tombs in which women are also represented. In her analysis of Old Kingdom mastabas
(Fourth – Sixth Dynasties), she found that during the Fourth and early Fifth Dynasty,
women were shown on false doors at a scale of no smaller than 70% of the size of their
husbands.25 She posits that throughout the Fifth Dynasty there is a variety of size
difference where the wife is shown sometimes 60% to 80% in size in comparison to her
husband, but this depends upon the context of the scene in which they appear.26 Lastly,
during the Sixth Dynasty, wives are shown at an even smaller scale than their male
counterparts, roughly 40% to 50% of the size of a man.27 These tomb chapel scenes are
quite distinct with wives kneeling by their husband’s knee, with height rarely reaching
above his thigh. Roth explains that the conclusion of most scholarship regarding gender
23

Gay Robins, “Gender and Sexuality,” in A Companion to Ancient Egyptian Art, ed. Melinda K. Hartwig
(New Jersey: Wiley-Blackwell Publishing, 2014), 128-9.
24

Ibid., 128.

25

Ann Macy Roth, “Little women: gender and hierarchic proportion in Old Kingdom mastaba chapels,”
295.
26

Ibid.

27

Ibid.
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and size variation among men and women is not warranted in any way; at least in the
context of the survey she conducted.28 She asserts that size difference is not a constant
and is a concept that appears to have been mutable in the eyes of the Egyptians,
particularly in portrayals of non-royal persons.29 Roth argues that size is dependent upon
ownership of the tomb, with the majority of owners in general being male, a theory that is
in accordance with Robins’ theory.30
In agreement with Roth and Robins, Meskell translates this size differentiation as
a clear distinction of gender inequality. She argues that in the tombs at Deir el-Medina, a
New Kingdom workman’s village, elite31 members of society portrayed their status
respective to one another, with males being shown in a dominant role and women
depicted as subordinate.32 The author posits that this size variation, showing females
smaller in scale portrays women’s subordinate status in ancient Egypt.
For a conclusion to be reached regarding Old Kingdom dyads, analyses by Roth,
Robins, and Meskell will be used to determine the patterns and plausibility of theories
regarding scale and gender inequalities. Caution must be taken when applying their
research to three-dimensional art because they do not discuss sculpture in the round.
Robins and Roth’s research relies solely on scenes of relief and paintings from mastaba

28

Ann Macy Roth, “Little women: gender and hierarchic proportion in Old Kingdom mastaba chapels,”
295.
29

Ibid., 294-295.

30

Ibid.

31

The community at Deir el-Medina has provided Egyptology with knowledge about a community of
workman and how their village worked in comparison to other ‘typical’ villages. This area was inhabited
for a special reason and is therefore quite distinct from other settlements. For more information about the
social structure of Deir el-Medina see Lynn Meskell, Archaeologies of Social Life (Oxford: Blackwell
Publishers Ltd, 1999).
32

Lynn Meskell, “Size Matters: Sex, gender, and status in Egyptian iconography,” 176.
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chapels in the Old Kingdom and other periods, while Meskell focuses on New Kingdom
tomb relief from Deir el-Medina. Although Robins, Roth, and Meskell use examples
from periods other than the Old Kingdom, these analyses can be helpful in tracing size
differences in other periods. It is also important to note that these previous studies were
limited to depictions of non-royal husbands and wives, but their examples were often
compared to royal representations. Nevertheless, Egyptian artists consistently upheld
decorum and the artistic canon. Thus, the type of art compared non-royal versus royal
will not affect certain conclusions drawn by using their methods.
Dyads and triads depicting individuals other than a single male and female
together will be excluded so that they can be examined in future research. This analysis
will also only evaluate non-royal dyads and will not compare them to royal images.
However, pair statues will be compared to non-royal fishing and fowling scenes from the
Old Kingdom so that conclusions can be reached about the statues’ function(s). Further,
these previous analyses by Roth, Robins, and Meskell have specifically excluded pair
statues because some have claimed they “generally represent the couple at the same scale
and statues in which the wife is shown at a smaller scale are most likely influenced by the
two-dimensional representations,”33 a reference to Roth’s theory of scale relative to the
Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Dynasty tomb chapel scenes. This deduction may be true, but
with so little evidence we cannot be sure in the case of non-royal dyads.
A total of twenty-seven statues are included in this corpus (Corpus). Statues
analyzed only include those depicting wives and their husbands; single statues and triads
were excluded. Three criteria were applied when analyzing each statue: provenance, date,
and the inclusion of text. For provenance, dyads had to have been found in a mastaba of a
33

Lynn Meskell, “Size Matters: Sex, gender, and status in Egyptian iconography,” 281.
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known individual at Giza. Although some dyads included were found in tombs that
neither individual in the dyad owned. All pair statues in this study date to the Old
Kingdom, from the Fourth-Sixth Dynasties. Finally, regardless of the owner, there had to
be an inscription on the dyad that identified the individuals.
Five categories were selected so that patterns might present themselves through a
comparison of all dyads. Those five criteria are: height, embrace, owner of the tomb,
position, and pose. For height, it was noted if both male and female were equal height or
if the man was taller. Female to male, male to female, or reciprocal embraces were
considered. Position refers to viewer’s right and viewer’s left. Pose denotes whether the
couple was seated, standing, or if one was seated and the other standing. Outside of these
five criteria, placement of the statue inside of the tomb was analyzed as well.
Caution must be taken when creating a corpus and analyzing it for patterns,
especially because this corpus does not include every dyad discovered at Giza dating to
the Old Kingdom. Several statues were excluded based upon the criteria set up initially.
An inscription is significant to this study because it provides an identification of the tomb
owner and his/ her relationship with the other individual portrayed in a pair statue. For
these reasons, several statues were omitted, but in the future could be analyzed for other
considerations. The context in which a pair statue was found will be considered with
respect to a discussion of the afterlife beliefs of these individuals and more broadly, their
function in the context of the tomb
In Chapter Two, I will discuss the corpus of dyads, then scenes that depict not
only the husband, but also his wife. ‘Daily-life’ activities including fishing, fowling, and
farming, which will be analyzed in comparison to pair statues (Figs. 3, 4, & 5). Such

10

tomb scenes begin to appear in the middle Fourth Dynasty and continue until the New
Kingdom.34 We can compare these types of ‘daily-life’ scenes to dyads dating to the
same period because both statuary and tomb painting reflect similar representations of
males and females that include an embrace and visible sexual metaphors regarding the
woman’s body. These metaphors include the pelvic triangle, clothing worn by the female,
and curvature of her body. The purpose of the tomb and the placement of dyads within it
are significant. I will discuss the placement of these dyads, what that meant in the larger
context of the tomb, and how the family unit played a role in upholding the function of
the tomb itself.
Both tomb chapel scenes and pair statues appear at approximately the same time
in non-royal tombs and depict both husband and wife. Although it is important to
maintain clear boundaries within a corpus, it is important to compare two-dimensional
and three-dimensional artistic representations that appear in the same funerary context
because it may lead to similar conclusions about their function(s). It can be said that these
scenes and statues represent marriage and the relationship between a husband and wife,
but they also portray religious connotations when analyzed closely. Scenes of fishing and
fowling represent rebirth and fertility so that the tomb owner can become reborn through
sexual procreation.35 There will be an in depth discussion about fishing and fowling

34

Emily Teeter, “Religion and Ritual,” in A Companion to Ancient Egyptian Art, ed. Melinda K. Hartwig
(New Jersey: Wiley-Blackwell Publishing, 2014), 330.
35

Wolfhart Westendorf, “Bemerkungen zur, ‘Kammer der Weidergeburt’ im Tutankhamungrab,” in
Zeitschrift für Ägyptische Sprache 94 (1967): 139-150; Lisa Manniche, City of the Dead: Thebes in Egypt
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 35-37; Lisa Manniche, “The So-Called Scenes of Daily Life
in the Private Tombs of the Eighteenth Dynasty: An Overview,” in The Theban Necropolis: Past, Present,
and Future, ed. Nigel Strudwick (London: British Museum, 2003); John H. Taylor, Death and the Afterlife
in Ancient Egypt, (London: The British Museum Press, 2003), 42-45; Phillipe Derchain, “Symbols and
Metaphors in Literature and Representations of Private Life,” Royal Anthropological Institute News, no. 15
(1976): 7-10.
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scenes and their connection to dyads in Chapter Two. Also, the embrace demonstrated in
the majority of these pair statues will be considered and discussed in comparison to
several theories about sexuality, life, death, and rebirth.
Next, in Chapter Three I will provide a discussion regarding masculinity,
femininity, and what they both meant in the context of ancient Egyptian art, daily life,
and how those were applied to the afterlife. This section will focus primarily on texts that
reference the lives and actions of men and women and what thay meant to the family
unit, conception, and social relationships. Wives may have been submissive, but there is
simply no explanation for this theory other than a size difference, positioning of
individuals, and embrace that the wife performs. The important part of this larger concept
of participation is rooted in the definitions of active versus passive. I define active as the
highest degree of participation an individual can participate. This includes carrying and
nursing children, sex, and any type of physical exertion of energy. Alternatively, a
passive participant’s presence is not always required and has varying degrees of
participation.
Throughout ancient Egyptian history, the importance of the afterlife was a
concept that heavily influenced various facets of life. For example, in the Fifth Dynasty,
the Pyramid Texts were carved on the walls of King Unas’ pyramid at Saqqara. These
texts allowed royal individuals access to the afterlife and identified them with Osiris and
Re. In the texts, references to the Ennead are abundant and continuously emphasize their
relationship to the deceased and the cycle of his life, death, and rebirth (Table 5).36 A

36

Raymond Faulkner, The Ancient Egyptian Pyramid Texts (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), PT 247 §
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total of sixteen utterances appear in the Pyramid Texts that explicitly mention Isis and/ or
Nephthys aiding the deceased’s rebirth in the afterlife (Table 5).37 There are also textual
references to Re and his journey through life, death, and rebirth and his relationship to the
sky goddess Nut (Table 5).38 For example, a Pyramid Text spell portrays a sexual
metaphor when Isis and Nephthys are aiding the male in his rebirth: “Isis and Nephthys;
they lament you, they arouse you”.39These texts and who had access to them will be
explored and discussed in Chapter Four. It is pertinent to mention that not all scholars
agree on who had access to the Pyramid Texts during the Old Kingdom. The Pyramid
Texts are spells that appear within the pyramids of kings and queens following King
Unas’ first usage of the texts in the Fifth Dynasty. Many Egyptologists claim that the
“democratization of the afterlife” (access to “royal” prerogatives for an afterlife) did not
occur until the First Intermediate Period.40 This argument is based upon evidence
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connecting only royal individuals with the Pyramid Texts found in their burial places, but
other types of material evidence may lead to a conclusion about the “democratization of
the afterlife”. For example, “already in the Fifth Dynasty non-royal tombs refer to the
deceased journeying to the same celestial regions as the king.41 Edward Wente states that
“not every spell in the Pyramid Texts is of royal origina”.42 Argument for or against the
“democratization of the afterlife” in the Old Kingdom will be further explored.
Ancient Egyptian art was always created with a specific purpose in mind. It was
also meant to last for eternity, whether that was by aiding the deceased in the afterlife or
helping the living make offerings to the dead. Smaller moments in an individual’s life
were therefore rarely depicted. Pregnancy, childbirth, and sexual acts were rarely, if ever
shown; few examples exist. For example, in the temple of Hatshepsut at Deir el-Bahri, a
rare scene shows Queen Ahmose being lead by Khnum and Heqet. Another represents
Amun giving Ahmose the breath of life, and the third is of Ahmose pregnant with
Hatshepsut (Figs. 6 & 7).43
The artistic portrayal of a female embracing her male counterpart was a ‘moment
in time’, but also a metaphorical representation of the sexual excitation of the male so
that he might become reborn in the afterlife. This argument is based upon previous
analyses by Jean-Pierre Corteggiani and Dietrich Wildung.44 This embrace played a small
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part in the larger picture of the tomb, and I argue that the placement of the dyads within
the serdabs of tombs was due to a vital connection between domestic life and funerary
life.45
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Chapter 2: Characteristics and Symbolism of Statuary
Egyptology has largely overlooked non-royal dyads and their function within the
tomb and what these statues meant to the Egyptians who commissioned them. The
scholarship pertaining to pair statues often only discusses royal dyads and triads, with
little reference to their non-royal counterparts. For example, many scholars have
discussed the dyads and triads of the Fourth Dynasty pharaoh Menkaure, yet their
analyses do not reach beyond a focus on royal representations. Nadine Cherpion’s study
of non-royal dyads of the Old Kingdom is an exception. She discusses tomb owner, date,
location, and description of the dyads.
Cherpion explains that the embrace present in dyads, as well as ones found on
tomb walls, can be used as a criterion for dating.1 She argues that touch was a sign of
“jealousy”.2 Cherpion has created a helpful resource in her initial corpus, yet there are
several vital points that were not considered that this study hopes to address such as the
position and size of each individual and whether that was as significant as scholars once
thought. Furthermore, many of the terms used and general conclusions made by the
author reflect contemporary biases and were not based upon evidence. For example, the
term “jealousy” is a projection of a modern emotion and one that cannot be verified in
ancient Egyptian historical records.
With regard to the Menkaure dyads, Florence Friedman has analyzed each pair
statue and reached several conclusions that can be applied to non-royal statuary of males
and females. To begin with, the author claims that the act of the female embracing a king
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exemplifies her “as either a royal woman or a goddess”. 3 When discussing size
variations, Friedman argues against the traditional Egyptological interpretation and points
to queens and goddesses who are often shown well over life-size.4 While Friedman’s
conclusion may be appropriate in application to royal women and goddesses, caution
must be taken when utilizing it for an explanation applied to non-royal individuals. The
author continues her analysis of the royal dyads by turning attention to the queen and her
function in relation to the pharaoh. She agrees with previous suggestions that claim the
queen is privileged when depicted in a dyad including her husband “because she is the
vehicle of his rebirth”.5 Not only is the female functioning as this “vehicle”, she is also
legitimizing and supporting the king through the touch that can be seen in most pair
statues.6 Finally, Friedman explains that the Menkaure dyads and triads are functioning as
“vehicles” that allow the mother/ wife and the goddess Hathor to continuously aid in the
pharaoh’s “ongoing birth, presentation of self, and divine legitimation within the sed
festival”. 7
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Arnold analyzes the Menkaure triads in comparison with non-royal dyads of the
Old Kingdom and claims that the triads of Menkaure that depict him alongside the
goddess Hathor portray the relationship of the royal matriarch who guarantees the
regeneration and rebirth of the pharaoh.8 If this relationship is portrayed in royal dyads,
could non-royal individuals have also represented it in a similar form for a comparable
purpose? By analyzing the corpus, questions like these will be answered.
Arnold and others argue that at the end of the Old Kingdom, with political
decline, tomb builders were forced to place statuary underground and conceal important
wall decoration from potential robbery.9 The corpus presented throughout this study is
composed of pair statues discovered in mastabas at Giza. Every statue included in this
corpus of dyads from Giza was discovered in a mastaba of a non-royal individual, with
the majority of dyads found in serdabs. I utilized online resources from Harvard
University’s ‘Digital Giza’, the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston ‘Giza Archives,’ and all
excavation reports that are available. After a thorough search through Giza archives and
excavation reports, a total number of twenty-seven dyads were selected for an inclusion
within this analysis (Table 1).
The Giza necropolis has many cemeteries, but is largely divided into the Western
Cemetery, Eastern Cemetery, and Central Field. George Reisner, Selim Hassan, Hermann
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Junker, and William Kelly Simpson have excavated at Giza, among others.10 Their
publications have been utilized throughout this analysis. The majority of Fourth Dynasty
mastabas date to the reigns of Khufu to Menkaure.11 Although most tombs at Giza overall
date to the Fourth Dynasty,12 “the necropolis continued to function as a huge bureaucratic
institution serving the living and dead through the Sixth Dynasty”.13 The site not only
contains burials, but it also encompasses settlements and workshops.14 During the Old
Kingdom, the administration developed into a complex government resulting in more
jobs for non-royal individuals that in turn allowed them to commission tombs and
statuary.15
The creation of statuary required effort from skilled artisans commissioned to do
so. The Giza pair statues are largely made of limestone quarried at areas in close
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proximity to Giza, which include the Saqqara plateau, Helwan, and Tura.16 Nearly all of
the statues found in mastabas dating from the Fourth through Sixth Dynasties were
produced using similar techniques. Archaeological remains have revealed the method by
which they were created. Artisans would take stone (limestone, etc.) and rough out a
block, which would then be drawn upon for initial carving. 17 Aston et. al. explain that
during the Pharaonic period, sculptors began with stone tools for initial carving, and then
would use copper or bronze tools to add more specific details. Artists would then polish
the statue with a rubbing stone and quartz sand, finishing with the application of color.18
For an example of this artistic process, see the miniature seated statues of Menkaure (Fig.
8).19
Individuals represented in statuary could be depicted in a number of ways.
Person(s) could be shown individually, as part of a pair, in a pseudo-group, or with any
family member including wife, mother, or child.20 Statues often alluded to the subjects’
social status and indicators of that status include dress and jewelry.21 In order to
accurately test theories previously presented by Robins, Roth, and Meskell, the dyads
chosen for this corpus were only those inscribed with titles and text referencing the owner
and partner. These texts are often short and sometimes include the commissioner’s name
16
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and title.22 As with most statues, the texts can be found in a number of places on the
dyad. For example, texts may run down a back pillar (if present), could be at the base
near the feet of the individuals represented, or may be on the upper edges of the back
pillar or seat.23
A hieroglyphic determinative was utilized as a marker at the end of words,
especially proper names, but it is rarely present within texts on statuary.24 Depending on
the sex of the individual in question, a seated man or woman determinative would be
utilized for a proper name (Figs. 9 & 10). It has been suggested that the determinative
was not included at the end of proper names on statues because the individuals
represented served as the determinatives.25
The figures are posed in one of two ways: seated or standing. Ziegler explains that
“in groups represented according to the principle of frontality, the individuals are aligned
in one plane and thereby isolated from one another. Only the gesture of an arm or clasped
hand links the figures” .26 It is rare to see one person seated and another standing.27 A
mixing of seated and standing figures occurs only when children are involved and when a
wife is portrayed in a tomb chapel scene at a much more drastically reduced size than her
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husband as Roth has demonstrated.28 This is true of statues that portray the wife and
husband at relatively equal height, but it is also the case with statues where the wife is
shorter. Typically, if individuals are standing, the male is often striding, with his left foot
forward, and occasionally women can be seen striding as well. A woman is shown on the
viewer’s right with her left hand resting flat against her upper thigh, on her lap, or
clutching or touching the right hand or forearm of her husband, but the positioning of
figures can change. Alternatively, the wife may reach behind the man placing her right
arm on his shoulders or at his lower back with her right hand almost always touching his
right side, arm, or shoulder. There are various positions that the wife’s embrace can be
seen in. he wife may grasp the left arm of the male with her right arm running around his
back or at her left side. The couple may hold hands or the female may intertwine her right
arm around the male’s left arm. These variations in embrace can be found in Table 3.
Within this corpus, I have recognized four types of embrace that appear within one or
more statues (Table 4). Type 1 is defined by the woman’s embrace of the male’s elbow
with one hand, while her other arm reaches around his back. Type 2 is only found in one
dyad and depicts a male and female holding hands. Type 3 is the most popular style
where the female reaches around the back of the man. Type 4 is only found in one dyad
and portrays one arm of each individual reaching around the neck and shoulders of the
other.
Non-royal women can be seen wearing the sheath dress or a modified, yet similar
dress.29 Usually, women are shown with a tripartite wig, but other hairstyles occur.30 Men
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are often depicted wearing a knee-length kilt or shorter version and their hair short in a
variety of patterned styles.31 Female flesh was represented using yellow or pale yellow/
white color pigments. Alternatively, male flesh was rendered with brown colored
pigments. Many of these dyads however, have no remaining color pigments.
The belief in ancient Egypt was that a person was made up of several elements
including the ka, ba, shadow, and akh.32 Leonard Lesko has defined the ka as an element
of an individual that changes “locally and temporally”, but in essence it guarantees the
preserved continuation of the person if their body were to perish.33 Statues were not
erected simply for the viewing pleasure of the living and were not in fact for public
consumption.34 The ka could dwell within a statue at anytime.35 These statues were
monuments created for the living ka and they also participated in magical and cultic
performances where they were the receiver of offerings.36 Egyptologists can confirm this
function from evidence from other tombs at Giza that date to the Old Kingdom. For
example, in the mastaba of Idu a niche on the west wall houses a bust of Idu rising out of
the floor, with only his upper body shown and arms outstretched with palms facing
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upwards (Figs. 11 & 12).37 Directly below and in front of Idu is the Htp sign that is
translated as ‘offerings’ (Fig. 13).38 The statue then acts as an explicit request by Idu for
offerings from family members.39 Essentially, each statue, whether one, two, or more
persons were present, received offerings that would provide sustenance for the deceased
owner in the afterlife.
Although the function of serdab sculpture has been traditionally understood as the
recipient of offerings, Leslie Anne Warden has published findings that counter some long
accepted theories regarding serdabs, their function(s) within the tomb and how they both
relate to statuary. Warden defines the function of the serdab in non-royal Old Kingdom
tombs as “a common element of the Old Kingdom private tomb architecture…defined as
an enclosed room in the superstructure of the tomb”.40 She challenges the
Egyptologically agreed upon idea of the serdab as a place for cultic offerings and instead
claims that the serdabs would have been dark and closed off, not something that would
have easily been accessible to the living.41 K. Lehmann argues that the statues placed
within the serdabs were usually too small to ‘look’ out through the slot or were found in
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different directions facing away from it.42 Warden provides evidence in her analysis those
many of the serdabs she and others have analyzed were not built with slots for the statues
for the living or deceased to peer in or out of.43 Her analysis incorporated a large corpus
of material and allowed her to define eleven types of statues found inside of serdabs44 and
another identification of five different types of serdabs according to their placement.45
Warden found that “the sole representation of the deceased is not the goal of the serdabs
statuary, with more types of statues representing the family and other individuals found
within the serdabs.46 She concluded that “shared spaces in the home were mimicked in
the tomb by placing the serdabs in shared spaces of the tomb”.47 Warden’s most
significant explanation for the placement of statuary inside of the serdab is the
importance of the family unit and the deceased individual’s need and want for their life to
continue on for eternity.
Although several scholars have noted that figures in Fourth through Sixth
Dynasty pair statues display affection,48 few have yet to discuss the importance of the
gesture in a funerary context within mastabas. It has been argued that this embrace is
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clearly present starting in the Middle Kingdom with private statuary,49 but I would argue
that this pose should be attributed to the 4th Dynasty. While providing a detailed
explanation of one particular dyad, Cherpion has explained that when a male is touching
a female it is due to jealously and nothing more.50 Although a possibility, Cherpion’s
argument is quite contradictory to depictions of the same embrace in relation to statues of
mother and child and is completely unsupported. The specific embrace in question is
common in statues that portray Isis and Osiris or her son Horus (often in the guise of a
pharaoh) that show her reaching her arm out to one or the other and embracing him (Fig.
14).51 Finally, she examines the relationship between statuary and domestic/ funerary
architecture by explaining the similarities of home and tomb layout.
Very few scholars however, have even considered this embrace. One explanation
claims that the “clasp of the wife towards her husband is an active expression of love
toward a recipient,”52 and another and that the portrayal of an embrace from wife to
husband is submissive in nature and represents the wife’s subordinate status relative to
her husband.53 Alternatively, Erik Hornung posits that the embrace is an act of love solely
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directed from the husband to his wife, but never the other way around.54 It has been
explained that the ancient Egyptians’ gestures were “coded, but vivid and portray the
profound affect that united them (couples) beyond their earthly existence.55 Ruth
Schumann Antelme and Stéphane Rossini argue that since couples doubtfully died at the
same moment, but were shown together more often than not, portrays their need and
“desire” to spend their eternal lives together.56 While describing the depictions of
Akhenaten from the Eighteenth Dynasty, Antelme and Rossini claim that the “embraces,
caresses, and kisses” that the pharaoh and his wife demonstrate are a representation of
“divine sexual unity”.57 The authors propose five categories for the “code of love” that
include touch, smell, sight, hearing, and taste.58 They provide examples for the sense of
sight and touch that are applicable here. Speaking of clothing, they posit that “elegant or
suggestive clothing” played a key role in the code of love between the sexes.59 Antelme
and Rossini describe the sense of touch within Egyptian art as something that was an
“erotic approach” and one that was portrayed through the interlocking of arms or an
embrace and holding of the elbow or wrist.60
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Two analyses have discussed the embrace and the purpose it held. Dietrich
Wildung has posited that family statues found in all time periods of ancient Egypt were
feminine in nature and the woman played an active role in the depiction of the couple.61
He claims the role of the female, her embrace and her position behind a male is
comparable to the role of a goddess, as a protector.62 He describes the embrace as
something shared by lovers as a sign that portrays an erotic and sexual symbol.63
Wildung provides examples from love songs and the Tale of Two Brothers, both of
which illustrate the use of long wigs as erotic signals.64 For further evidence, he
references the title of the ‘Hand of God’ and how the female plays that role for the
demiurge god Amun.65
The second analysis by Jean-Pierre Corteggiani discusses New Kingdom
examples of royal dyads that depict husbands and wives performing this type of
embrace.66 He claims that the embrace is symbolic in nature and is an erotic signal for the
two individuals represented performing it.67 He is the first to recognize that this embrace
is attested as early as the Fifth Dynasty, but explains that it is not until the Eighteenth
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Dynasty under the reign of Thutmose III that it reaches peak usage.68 He concludes that
the embrace is a way of assuring the fertility of the couple’s union and that it is wholly
erotic in nature.69
Finally, with regard to textual references of the embrace, Sarah Krueger has
demonstrated a wide usage of different verbs that translate to mean ‘embrace’. She argues
that there are at least five separate terms that were utilized by Egyptians when referring to
this action. These include, jnk, Hpt, Xnw-awy, sxn, kni.70 Krueger provides several
instances where each verb occurs in a different type of context, including when the
deceased is interacting with gods and goddesses.71
The belief in the cycle of life, death, and rebirth has widely been discussed in
traditional Egyptology and continues to be acknowledged as a core element in ancient
Egyptian religious thought. Through mythology and literary sources dating to later
periods the Egyptians have provided us with written accounts of those beliefs that
mention several significant gods and goddesses and their role in rebirth. According to the
Heliopolitan myth, before anything existed, there was only the primeval water of Nun
and within it a mound arose upon which the creator god Atum appeared.72 Atum was
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considered gender ambiguous and therefore was able to use his hand to masturbate,
which created the first dual pair, Shu and Tefnut. An alternative creation myth, claims
that Atum was aroused by a female goddess’ hand, which then caused him to ejaculate.73
The feminine title, “God’s Hand” was often written after the primary title of
“God’s Wife”.74 Mariam Ayad has illustrated several duties held by a ‘God’s Wife’,
which include rites and rituals such as entertaining the gods, partnering with the king, and
participating in avenues of legitimacy.75 For example, early instances of the title ‘God’s
Wife’ were associated with the god Min who is shown ithyphallic.76 This has led most
scholars to agree that some rituals within the temple were sexual in nature and were used
to sexually excite the gods, often by shaking a sistrum.77 While in the Old Kingdom we
do not have a record of women being identified with the titles ‘God’s Hand’ or ‘God’s
Wife,’ it has been attested in the Middle Kingdom with two non-royal women, Iy-meretnebes and Neferu.78 Ayad contends that the title ‘God’s Hand’ places an emphasis on the
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“sexual role of women in relation to the creator god Atum”.79 This belief is reliant upon
the duality present within Egyptian culture, which we can conclude was pertinent to the
rebirth of individuals. Some scholars have claimed that females were simply assistants in
the regeneration of their male counterparts, but the ability to procreate was left to men.80
However, I would argue that without the female, males would never become aroused.
Male sexual arousal and rebirth cannot occur without the female body, her fertility, and
sexuality.81 When describing Hathor’s relationship to Atum, Antelme and Rossini state
that she is his “female alter ego, his emanation, his shining shield, his protection, and also
his eye” (his daughter).82 They add that she aided him and will continue to do so for the
rest of eternity because the act of creation would not occur without her.83
As a result of this survey, patterns that were previously ascribed to specific
contexts have been found to be inaccurate when applied to non-royal dyads of the Old
Kingdom. For example, Robins has posited that size differentiation in conjunction with
gender is a result of who owns the tomb in question,84 e.g. if the male is the owner, he
will take precedence and quite literally take up more space than his wife. It is important
to note that Robins did acknowledge that this was a rule that could be broken, but only
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occasionally.85 Statistics from e the twenty-seven dyads in this corpus do not support the
position pattern posited by Robins (Table 2). Over 50% of the statues in this corpus
portray the woman on the viewer’s left. Although visually men and women in dyad
groups can appear to be of equal height, the majority of statues represent men taller than
their wives, with only 7% showing them at the same height. As discussed previously,
Roth has posited that the size of females in comparison to males changed from the Fourth
to the Fifth Dynasty and Fifth to the Sixth Dynasty, but ownership of the tomb was
always a key factor in position and size of the individuals. This theory does not apply to
pair statues from the Fourth through Sixth Dynasties however, as judged by this corpus
and seems to have only appeared within tomb chapel scenes. Heinrich Schäfer has argued
that the position of the husband and wife on the right or left is not the most important
point when portraying the two sexes in art, rather that the male is in front of the wife,
with his shoulder in front of the female’s.86 This thesis lends support to Schäfer’s theory
with over 80% of dyads surveyed portraying the husband’s position slightly in front of
his wife. For Roth’s theory of scale, this corpus does not follow her pattern of varied
sizes from the Fourth through Sixth Dynasties, with only one dyad that represents the
wife at a considerably smaller size than her husband.87
The most prominent pattern reflected by simply charting them within this corpus
is the embrace of husbands and wives. A total of 96% depict a woman embracing a male.
On the contrary, only 7% of dyads portray both man and woman in a reciprocal embrace.
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Zero pair statues portray only the male embracing the female. With regard to the owner
of the tomb, 85% were owned by the male depicted, with a surprising 56% of dyads
representing the female on the viewer’s left, while 48% included the male on the viewer’s
right. 78% of dyads were in a standing position, while only 22% were shown seated.
These percentages present a clear deviance from the argument by scholars who claim that
the majority of the time the male will be depicted on the viewer’s left. Refer to Table 2
for a bar graph illustrating these percentages.
In order to further understand the function of these dyads, I will now compare
them to fishing and fowling scenes that date to the same period and appear within the
same context. By comparing pair statues to these types of scenes I can prove or refute
theories surrounding the purpose of these dyads. If there are certain elements within both,
then they likely functioned in a similar way. Two types of ‘daily-life’ scenes, fishing and
fowling, have been a topic of debate for some time. The question is whether these scenes
act as metaphors of sexuality and rebirth or show the reality of life.88 Scenes of the Old
Kingdom are common within non-royal tombs dating from the Fifth to Eighth
Dynasties.89 They depict the husband and wife, occasionally with their children, fishing
and/ or spearing birds with a throw stick in a marshing scene.90 At first glance, they seem
to depict an ordinary day in the life of a non-royal individual, but, if one looks closely,
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details begin to emerge. For example, in the tomb chapel of Akhmerutnisut at Giza (G
2184), the owner can be seen spearing fish while his wife kneels in front of him holding a
lotus flower and touching his calf.
One of the earliest analyses of marsh scenes by Wolfhart Westendorf is still
applicable and accepted today. The author claims that the fishing/ fowling scenes
metaphorically evoke eroticism, procreation, and regeneration.91 For example, the blue
lotus that Akhmerutnisut’s wife is holding has been interpreted as a symbol of the daily
rebirth of the sun god Re because the blue lotus’ petals open at sunrise and close at
sunset.92 The blue lotus’ petals opening and closing at specific times are metaphorically
understood as the sun god Re’s travel from life, death, and rebirth in accordance with the
sun’s daily and nightly journey. Also, the tilapia fish that is often being speared by
individuals has been interpreted as another symbol of life because the male tilapia fish
will protect the eggs inside of his mouth.93
Specifically with regard to the female, certain details allude to her body more so
than Egyptian art tends to depict for males. In these tomb paintings, both the husband and
wife are depicted in their finest clothing and jewels, but the woman’s dress is often much
more revealing than her male counterpart. Elizabeth Riefstahl has defined the ‘sheath
dress’ as, “a narrow shift, worn by women in the Old Kingdom and persisting in art
almost to the end of ancient Egyptian history, that was a rectangle with a single seam
91
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reaching from breast to ankle and supported by attached shoulder straps”.94 This garment
is shown so closely wrapped to the woman’s body that her curvature is clearly seen.
Robins states that the dress is so tight that the female’s breasts, buttocks, stomach, and
thighs are visible.95 As stated before, Egyptian art had a purpose, but artists rarely
depicted certain types of scenes. The male human figure being represented as ithyphallic
or nude in any way was one of the few images that was rarely rendered.96 However rare,
exceptions are found in the Turin Erotic Papyrus and statuettes called symplegma (Fig.
15 ).97 Most interpretations of the nudity represented in formal statuary argue that it was a
“state of ritual nudity for all eternity in the individual’s tomb”.98 On the other hand, the
female could be shown with full breasts and visible nipples with her pelvic region clearly
demarcated. Robins argues that the “external characteristics of the female pubic region
was enough to encode a message of sexuality linked with fertility of the woman, to the
aroused male”.99
René Van Walsem agrees that there are clear messages depicted for specific
meaning, but we should never “reduce all iconography to a single essential meaning or
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function”.100 For example, the fishing/ fowling scenes discussed provide an instance in
which scholars have analyzed scenes literally or figuratively. In reality, it would seem
obvious that both interpretative methods offer conclusive theories, and if utilized in
conjunction, social relationships and beliefs can become more developed and closer to
fact. If we look again at Warden’s argument that the tomb mimicked the domestic space
of the family, then we can see that fishing/ fowling scenes found in the tomb chapels
could have functioned as literal references to domestic life, but also represent metaphors
within them.
If we compare the elements present within the fishing/ fowling scenes to dyads,
we can see remarkably similar aspects. For example, all of the standing pair statues
within this corpus depict women wearing the tight sheath dress. The pelvic triangle,
breast curvature, and round hips are visibly shown. Also, the nipples are often erect and
carefully molded. With seated figures, the pelvic triangle and rounded hips are not
distinguishable, yet the female’s breasts are clearly sculpted. Similarly, in fishing/
fowling scenes the woman is often represented embracing her husband’s on the leg, arm,
shoulder, or waist. This analysis of dyads and fishing/ fowling scenes was provided to
establish the connection between tomb paintings and tomb statuary and their function
within the context of the tomb. Both are found within the funerary context, which allows
us to understand their particular purpose. Pair statues can be viewed as similar forms of
art like ‘daily-life’ scenes in their usage of metaphors that allude to sexuality, rebirth, and
regeneration, but also as the life the family shared. Both forms of artistic representation
allude to the family unit and its relative importance to the tomb and the owner’s
100
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subsequent rebirth. If we are to discuss the family, many other subtopics of that large
category must be explored. These include gender and sex, sexual life (fertility, potency,
and sexuality), and children. How those played a key role in daily life and the afterlife
will be examined in the following chapter.
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Chapter 3: Family and Life
Since it is evident that the family has a role in the serdab and in the tomb, at large,
we must understand how the family unit worked in the greater context of Egyptian
society. Generally speaking, kinship terminology was rather simple in ancient Egypt and
most words referred to the nuclear family and some extended relatives.1 As today, the
nuclear family consisted of the husband, wife, and children. The Egyptians believed that
family and marriage created the ideal balance2 that in turn upheld Ma’at. Whale argues
that, in all time periods, the family was the most basic and important “unit of human
society”.3 During the Old Kingdom there is a pronounced emphasis on the family and
more specifically, the mother.4 The information that we have regarding the family, men,
and women in Old Kingdom Egypt largely comes from male scribes writing from their
point of view, as well as wall scenes from the tombs of mostly men. Other sources like
love poetry, graffiti, and letters that explicate different aspects of relationships in ancient
Egypt, must be used with caution because they date to the New Kingdom and are heavily
laden with male dominated experience and beliefs.5 Specifically in the Old Kingdom, the
majority of evidence about wives can be found in the tomb chapels of their husbands.6 It
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was quite typical of tomb owners to include their family members within their tomb,
including adult children, and this choice portrays the importance of the family as a strong
unit.7
The examinations of sexuality in ancient Egyptian art often rely primarily upon
evidence from the New Kingdom and later periods.8 Earlier eras have not been of great
interest due to a lack of textual evidence regarding the position of women in comparison
to men, however many scholars have contributed to our understand of women during the
Old Kingdom.9 The Egyptian religious belief system can also provide us with examples
of social relationships that could have affected kinship relations.
The ancient Egyptians’ belief in resurrection and rebirth is based upon the myth
of Osiris, who was aided by Isis when killed by his brother Seth.10 The myth explains that
after Seth murdered and cut up Osiris, his wife Isis collected all of his parts and put them
back together. The only thing missing from Osiris was his penis. Therefore, Isis
fashioned one for him, sexually excited him, and helped him become reborn. In the
Egyptian worldview, the rebirth of an individual was of utmost importance and the ways
in which someone could achieve rebirth involved sexual acts, the representation of
sexuality, and the interaction between husband and wife, or in general, male and female.
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For example, the myth of Isis and Osiris is heavily laden with familial and sexual
relations, concepts “dominated by the idea of the divine family with the attendant belief
in principles of succession and inheritance, which imparted a faith in the future.”11 These
and other relationships are often depicted in statuary and relief paintings. When the
familial unit was represented in a man’s tomb, its inclusions signified the tomb owner’s
belief that its depiction “transcended death in his expressed desire to be reunited with his
family in the afterlife”.12 Altogether, these types of artistic representations depict a world
of order and control that upholds Ma’at,13 by using an image of a duality present in their
world, such as the husband and wife. Dualism was very much an important concept
within the Egyptian religious belief system, and so they incorporated the idea into all
facets of life, afterlife, and rebirth.14 For example, they would often show humans or gods
in “antithetical pairs” representing in dualistic natures.15 For example, Shu and Tefnut
represent a male/ female pair, as well as air and moisture.
For female life, the sources are minimal and rely only on texts written by men; we
have no written sources by women from ancient Egypt.16 Alternatively, there is a plethora
of sources that we can look to when questioning what it was like to be a man. There are
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instructions from a father to his son regarding what it meant to be a man and no longer a
child. For example, The Instruction of a Man for his Son provides instructions from
father to son detailing each part of life and how the son should act according to being an
adult male.17
Rachel Mayoh posits that masculinity in ancient Egyptian art had to be
constructed in some form other than the depiction of a male with an erect penis. Artists
relied upon youthfulness, defined bodies, and extravagant costume.18 When males and
females were artistically represented however, there was always a clear distinction
between body types. Mayoh explains that artists chose to display masculinity through
broad shoulders, and musculature definition.19 For both men and women, being portrayed
as youthful meant that they were still fertile and potent, which allowed them to produce
offspring. The clear distinction between male and female dress and body emphasized the
lack of the depiction of male sexual organs or “lack of male potency”.20 In opposition,
females constructed their feminine sexual identities by portraying their bodies in a highly
sexualized manner. The bodies of women were shown with full hips, erect nipples often
visible through their sheath dress, and the pelvic region clearly delineated.
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As today, sexuality in the ancient world consisted of being attracted to the same
or different sex. Fertility can be defined as, “the ability to conceive children or young”.21
Infertility, or the inability to conceive children is experienced by both sexes. Finally,
potency is, “a male’s ability to achieve an erection or to reach orgasm” and typically only
applies to males.22 However, I would argue that females experience active sexual drive
similar to a male’s. In sexual acts, both partners sexually excite one another causing
genital excitation that then allows the performance of sex. Without this excitement in
both men and women, sexual acts may be difficult or altogether impossible. Both men
and women experience fertility, sexuality, and active sexual drive and thus, both play
active roles in sexual acts whether for procreation or pleasure.
Joyce Tyldesley argues that there was no separation in ancient Egypt between
sexual acts for procreation or as an act of pleasure.23 Masculine and feminine sexuality
were considered fundamental to sex and procreation, each one playing a vital role in the
process. Women who could provide their husband and family with heirs were highly
regarded in Egyptian culture and were seen as the ideal female.24 Tyldesley explains that
men on the other hand, proved their masculinity and potency by impregnating their wives
as often as possible.25 A letter from one man to another advises him to adopt a child
saying, “You are not a man since you cannot make your wives pregnant like other
21
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men”.26 Robins asserts that sexual reproduction involved not only the family, but also the
belief in the “continued functioning of the universe epitomized by the daily cycle of the
sun”.27 Once a man or woman upheld this form of Ma’at, they were respected within
society.28
Egyptology has provided us with a surprising amount of evidence regarding the
medicinal practices of fertility. Dating to the Middle Kingdom, the Lahun Papyrus can
provide some insight into the ancient Egyptian view of fertility and gynecological
practices. Fragments were discovered in 1889 and 1899 at the Middle Kingdom town of
Lahun. This papyrus provides medicinal recipes and procedures for women who hoped to
become pregnant, but also for women who needed contraceptives.29 Although there are
large portions of the papyrus damaged or altogether missing, scholars have provided
translations that can be applied to this discussion. For example, column 3 lines 12-14 lists
instructional commands for “determining a woman who will conceive from one who will
not”.30 Whether the ancient Egyptians had a word for ‘fertility’ or not, they may have
understood that both males and females could be in/fertile. The Lahun Papyrus
demonstrates that ancient Egyptians understood (in some degree) fertility and the
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struggles of conceiving children and that it required two individuals, both of whom
needed to be fertile.31
Roth has explained that the woman’s responsibility was to arouse her husband and
sexually excite him, allowing him to become reborn.32 However, Roth claims that the
female was not considered to have the power of fertility; something she argues was only
reserved for males.33 She cites examples that prove women were not a part of the fertility
process. For example, in her discussion of the Egyptian verb ‘nk’ meaning, “to conceive a
child,” or “to receive, to take,”34 Roth argues that language and belief systems are
inherently linked and suggest that this particular verb lends support to the idea that the
female simply received her husband’s sperm and then birthed a child.
In discussing fertility, Roth theorizes that Nut’s presence is as a receiver and
therefore she is not active in the rebirth of Re.35 She explains that women played only
two roles, one “to stimulate fertility in a man”, and two, “to nurture the results of that
fertility before and after birth”.36 However, I would argue that women were active within
all scenarios of sexual activity and conception and without the female, there would not
have been life, and for the Egyptians, rebirth. Also, when Nut appears within scenes
alongside of the sun god Re, she is shown at a much larger scale in comparison to the
small red sun that passes through her body. While the sun is required to be smaller than
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Nut so that it might pass through her mouth and body, the scale of Nut’s figure portrays
her as a critical element and an active participant in this significant journey for Re.
An utterance from the Pyramid Texts may help us understand the relationship
between feminine and masculine roles, “Bring me the milk of Isis, the flood of Nephthys,
the overspill of the lake, the surge of the sea, life, prosperity, health, happiness, bread,
beer, clothing, and food that I may live thereby”.37 The reference to Isis’ milk in the text
above is an important element of the spell that essentially provides sustenance for life.
Nursing was a vital “life-giving act” and a mother’s milk was understood as significant
for a newborn (Figs. 16 & 17).38 This specific utterance in the Pyramid Texts alludes to
the life and nourishment that Isis and Nephthys provided to the deceased. These texts
depict a relationship between a male and female, in which each gives and takes.
In Egyptian mythology, the sun god Re went through a daily cycle of life, death,
and rebirth. During his journey, each sunset Re was swallowed by the sky goddess Nut
and traveled through her body and was born again through her vagina each sunrise.39 The
regeneration of Re was connected to the king’s cycle of life, death, and rebirth, especially
within the Pyramid Texts (Table 5). Nut’s presence within the myth of Re can be
interpreted as a female role that was normally filled by a goddess or Queen Mother in the
case of a pharaoh and a wife in the case of a non-royal man. Overall, Egyptologists have
argued that the female presence in conjunction with her husband or son implies her
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participation in his rebirth.40 Troy has clearly defined the role of the royal woman,
arguing that her role as the “feminine prototype” was to create life and essentially bring
back life into deceased members of her family.41 This regeneration of another refers to
the rebirth of her husband in the afterlife, something that required the female’s sexuality
that would excite the male.
In preparation for the afterlife, individuals would commission artists to portray
certain types of scenes that included metaphors and allusions to gods and goddesses and
religious beliefs in the hopes that they would benefit their eternal existence in the
afterlife. For example, in the fishing/ fowling scenes previously discussed, certain
elements of these paintings are defined as metaphors for rebirth,42 but could also depict
the concept of family life. Dyads from the Old Kingdom can be argued as having a
similar function (see Chapter Two). Contingent upon context, familial and sexual
metaphors may have varied.43 In the context of tombs, family and sexual symbols played
a major role in the rebirth of the owner in the afterlife. Scenes of fishing/ fowling and pair
statues are in abundance throughout Egypt’s Old Kingdom, as well as written sources
alluding to the regeneration of the deceased.44
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Chapter 4: Religious Thought
During the Old Kingdom, tombs were being shared by husbands and wives, with
the primary owner being the male,1 which has often been interpreted as evidence for the
inequality among the sexes. Metaphors, nuances, and minor details therefore have been
used to support modern theories, with very little direct evidence explaining male/ female
relationships. Although we as modern scholars may interpret lack of evidence as an
absence of importance in the case of women, we must understand that ancient cultures
viewed in/equalities differently. For example, women in ancient Egypt usually did not
have their own tombs because they did not typically hold bureaucratic office like their
husbands.2 It is important to note that these men would have had wealth and could have
provided their spouse with a tomb of her own, but the question is, why did they not
typically do this in the Fourth through Sixth Dynasties, as well as other times throughout
ancient Egypt’s history?
Before the Old Kingdom, burials were quite simple, with husbands and wives
having separate burial places, but during the Fourth Dynasty couples began to be buried
within the same tomb.3 Van Walsem argues that the primary function of these non-royal
tombs was for the celebration of cultic funerary practices,4 yet the author does
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acknowledge that we cannot take these scenes at “face value”.5 As with any ancient
cultural artifact, the tomb must be analyzed with caution because it may incorporate a
variety of elements and functions that appear within them.
Allen posits that the tomb itself was the most vital place in the context of the
afterlife for non-royals.6 Without this space, elite members of society could not accept
offerings and sustenance for the hereafter. According to Allen, non-royal individuals had
access to the afterlife and gained it through acceptance from “royal and divine
authorization” in the form of the Htp-dj-nswt formula7, translated as, “An offering that the
king gives”.8 These offerings occasionally vary, but their purpose remains unchanged.
Within the formula is a hieroglyph that represents a bread loaf sitting atop a reed-mat
meaning ‘offering’, which can also be seen in tomb scenes of the owner seated before a
table of bread loaves (Fig. 18).9
In the Old Kingdom, the majority of tomb owners were male, reflecting a socioeconomic inequality largely based upon employment and status, not biological sex or
5
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gender.10 However, a tomb was probably not just owned by a man, but also ‘owned’ by
his wife and offspring,11 in some form. Elite women brought with them wealth and status
when they entered a marriage.12 Although there were inequalities within daily socioeconomic settings, men and women both had functions in the context of funerary
practices and the rebirth of the deceased. In order to become reborn, the male tomb owner
would have to become sexually aroused by his wife’s feminine sexuality.13 In truth, the
regeneration of the male’s potency “cannot happen without the female body because the
creative abilities of the male would not come to fruition”.14 Based upon Warden’s
argument detailing the connection between the family and the tomb coupled with the
need for a form of sexual act to become reborn, we can see that the tomb and its contents
functioned on several different levels.
It is important to discuss the idea of myth and what it meant to the Egyptians
during the Old Kingdom because not all scholars agree on its definition. Several
Egyptologists argue that the definition of a myth is found in prose narrative, not simply
allusions to mythological characters.15 These scholars claim that the Pyramid Texts are
lacking in myth because the body of the text does not explicitly refer to mythological
tales, but instead focuses on deceased royals and their rebirth. Jennifer Hellum disagrees
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with these conclusions and posits that the Pyramid Texts contain allusions to myth within
the body of text.16 She explains that these allusions “show a familiarity with the habits,
experiences, and actions of the deities in the Egyptian pantheon, not to mention their
attributes and alliances with one another”.17 She claims that these allusions are sometimes
used together and they were all rooted in three foundational myths regarding the sky, the
sun’s journey, and the king’s ascension.18 Hellum posits that use of these allusions within
the Pyramid Texts portrays ancient Egyptian myth as a daily event that was well known
and unconscious for people.19 Although we do not have written accounts of myths from
the Old Kingdom, allusions in the Pyramid Texts imply that the ancient Egyptians were
aware of the tales involving deities and how those affected life and afterlife.
The afterlife for royal individuals consisted of two mythological tales that were
“highly complex, parallel, and interwoven”.20 One part of that mythological relationship
involved Osiris. Osiris became associated with the afterlife as the god of the underworld
that all deceased kings identified with once they were reborn. Plutarch wrote about the
popularity of the Osiris mythology and described how it was directly related to the
Egyptian sense of “family loyalty and devotion”.21 The narrative of Osiris with his wife
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Isis tells of the battle between Osiris and his brother Seth who wanted the throne of
Egypt.
“Having journeyed to her son Horus who was being brought up in Buto,
Isis put the box (with Osiris’ dead body) aside and Seth took it, cut it into
fourteen parts and scattered this. Isis heard about it and searched for them,
she found all the parts except his “male member”; in its place, Isis
fashioned a likeness of it”.22
The origins of the myth of Osiris and his subsequent life, death, and rebirth have
been dated to the early dynastic periods, but a definitive date rests with the advent of the
Pyramid Texts in the Fifth Dynasty.23 The Pyramid Texts provide utterances for funerary
rites that would have been recited by a number of individuals. Mark Smith defines the
Pyramid Texts as, “spells intended to bring about the resurrection of the king after death
and allow him to ascend to a new place of existence in the sky, but also producing the
sustenance and other materials that he will need”.24 PT 509 § 1123a provides a clear
destination for the deceased: “go forth to the sky among the imperishable stars”, and PT
210 § 130d, “go around the sky like the Sun”.25 Allen provides a description of the
Pyramid Texts and their relationship with deceased royals by explaining two changes that
occur when a king moves from one life to the next.26 The author posits that the first
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change related to time. While the living measured their lives, the deceased would have an
“eternal and immutable changing.”27 The second change the king went through involved
him living life as an akh. For example, PT 305 § 474a states, “akh to the sky, corpse to
the earth”.28 The akh was considered one of the “blessed dead,” a person who passed the
Weighing of the Heart Ceremony and then became a spirit in the afterlife.29 Initially, a
deceased male would temporarily transform into Re and Osiris so that he might become
an akh spirit, and then he would become his human-like form after he achieved rebirth.30
While it might seem as though Osiris and Re were a part of completely separate
mythologies, this is not the case. Allen explains their relationship as a union, “from Osiris
the sun received the power of new life and through the sun Osiris was enabled to live
again”.31 In a New Kingdom text know as the Litany of Re, Hornung has explained that
the second part of the mythological relationship concerned the sun god Re who traversed
across the sky during the day and then at night entered the netherworld, with his journey
ending at dawn at his regeneration.32 Osiris was reborn at night “through a temporary
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union with the solar deity…Osiris and the sun god are united for a brief, but critical
moment in the midst of the netherworld”.33
The themes of the Pyramid Texts were vital to the rebirth of the royal tomb owner
because they guaranteed regeneration in the afterlife. Throughout these texts, utterances
refer to the owner becoming Osiris or Re, often with the help of Isis and/ or Nephthys, as
well as other gods of the Ennead.34 For example, in PT 47 §172, Isis has aided in the
rebirth of the deceased, “O Isis, this one here is your brother Osiris, whom you have
caused to be restored that he may live.”35 Another utterance states, “Raise yourself, O
King! You have your water, you have your inundation, and you have your milk, which is
from the breasts of Mother Isis.”36 Sixteen utterances within the Pyramid Texts explicitly
refer to the rebirth of the deceased in conjunction with the aid of Isis and/ or Nephthys.37
There are at least Forty-two spells detailing the sky goddess Nut’s active role in
the deceased’s journey through life, death, and rebirth (Table 5). For example, one spell
reads, “sit on the throne of Re that he may give orders to the gods, because he is Re who
came forth from Nut who bears Re daily, and the king is born daily like Re.”38 Nut’s
active participation can also be seen in the Coffin Texts at a later period, “she conceives
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me at her desire, she bears me at her will.”39 An interesting relationship exists between
these gods and goddesses. For example in PT 741, Nut and Isis are each actively
participating in a stage of Re’s rebirth, “The Great one sleeps upon his mother Nut, but
your mother Tait (Isis) clothes you. She lifts you up to the sky in this her name of Kite.
She has found the Found One her Horus. This is Horus, O Isis. May you lead him to Re,
to the horizon.”40 In this spell we see Nut being a protective mother to Re, while Isis is
the figure that elevates Re to the sky before he is swallowed by Nut.
Allen has argued that Nut was the “amniotic sac from which the deceased king,
like the sun, was reborn each day”.41 In continuing Allen’s argument, Nils Billing posits
the association of motherhood with both Isis and Nut, claiming that Nut was Osiris’
mother and Isis was Horus’ mother.42 Within this mythology, Re re-generates himself
through sexual acts with a goddess who is a part of a “complex, tripartite,
multigenerational identity that changes in relation to the sun god’s development”.43 Lana
Troy argues that the goddess Hathor was Re’s daughter,44 she was also his consort and he
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impregnated her in the West at sunset,45 and then she became the sun god’s mother when
she gave birth to him in the East at dawn.46 In opposition to theories that claim goddesses
are not active figures in rebirth mythologies47, Susan Tower Hollis counters and argues
that many female deities are not passive, including Nut who is an active sky deity who
plays a vital role in helping the deceased achieve regeneration.48 It has been demonstrated
that the female goddesses Nut, Isis, and Nephthys are all active participants in the cycle
of life, death, and rebirth. This belief in the female deities’ filling a fundamental role in
divine regeneration and thus, the deceased male’s regeneration can further be applied to
the relationship that a mortal man shares with his wife.
Although we have a wide variety of information concerning the religious beliefs
of the ancient Egyptians, there is no consensus on when or if non-royals gained access to
the Pyramid Texts and their subsequent association with the creator gods Re and Osiris. It
has been argued that non-royal individuals were not afforded the same religious
privileges as those of the royal court.49 However, others have claimed that there are in
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fact instances that clearly demonstrate non-royal use of utterances and allusions from the
Pyramid Texts.50 For example, in several non-royal Old Kingdom tombs there are textual
references that indicate the deceased knew how to become an akh or ‘spirit’, which
allowed him to join with the gods in the afterlife and enjoy the benefits therein.51 In his
Sixth Dynasty tomb at Giza, the scribe Ankhudja states, “I am an excellent spirit who
knows his utterances”; implying his access to the Pyramid Texts.52
Harold Hays provides several examples of non-royal references that allude to
knowledge of these texts, some even dating to before the appearance of the spells in the
pyramid of Unas. Altogether, there are approximately four hundred texts between the
Coffin Texts (texts used by non-royals from the First Intermediate Period and Middle
Kingdom) and the Pyramid Texts that reflect almost identical material.53 He explains that
in the Old Kingdom, non-royal and royal persons alike, attained access to the afterlife
through knowledge and ritual54 that were both “linked to education and economic
power”.55 He provides several textual occurrences in which non-royals seem to have
knowledge of the content found in the Pyramid Texts56 and illustrates how non-royals
50
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were also depicted alongside of captions that state they are “being made into an akh”.57 In
essence, Hays argues that there is no evidence that supports the theory that non-royals
persons did not have access to the Pyramid Texts, but rather, there is plenty of evidence
that argues otherwise.
With regard to Osiris and an individual associating themselves with the god, it has
been argued that only royal individuals sought to become Osiris,58 but this has been
disproven with several examples. Scholars such as Edward Brovarski and Katarina Nordh
have demonstrated usage of the formula “Osiris <name>” as early as the Old Kingdom in
conjunction with non-royal persons59 and this appearance of an Osiris epithet is in
association with the offering list that only appears in non-royal tombs dating to before the
Pyramid Texts.60 For example, this epithet has been dated from the middle of the Fifth
Dynasty in the tomb of Ptahshepses during the reign of Niuserre.61 Securely dated
appearances of the Osiris epithet and the occurrence of Pyramid Texts within non-royal
contexts, demonstrates that non-royal individuals had some form of access to the spells of
the Pyramid Texts and thus to the aspirations for regeneration embodied in these texts.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
Too often, the female’s actions prior to the process of rebirth are defined as being
merely supportive1 and exclude her from being identified as the active participant that her
husband so clearly is, but also requires in a partner. It is argued here that the female is
very much an active contributor within this mythology and without her sexuality and
fertility, the deceased male may have not been able to become reborn. Scholars accept
women’s general importance,2 but most claim that the female is a passive and submissive
partner in comparison to her husband who is truly the one that rebirths himself. This
thesis argues that the wife was an active partner in her husband’s rebirth; without her
sexual appearance, he would not become reborn and therefore would not live for eternity.
De Trafford and Tassie argue that non-royals, as well as members of the other echelons
of society held the belief that male and female sexual potency was essential to their
rebirth in the afterlife.3
Hollis provides a guideline for understanding an ancient culture’s view on women
by claiming that we will find the answers we are looking for if we simply analyze the
goddesses of that religion.4 Nevertheless, gods and goddesses are often much more
elevated in significance and status as opposed to humans. As the king could gain sexual
excitement from a goddess and/ or his royal wife, non-royal men could only rely upon
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their wives, mothers, or sisters,5 they could not claim the same type of relationship royal
persons did with deities. Pair statues, as with daily-life scenes, function as another
representation of the essentials that were required for an individual’s rebirth: the family
and sexual metaphors. The presence of sexual characteristics of the female’s body and the
embrace of her hand as depicted in dyads presents a clear distinction in comparison to her
husband, who is never shown sexualized and rarely returning the embrace. The female’s
body and specifically her hand are critical elements that sexually excite her husband
allowing him to regenerate himself.6 The deceased also required the presence of their
family within the context of the tomb, and more specifically, the serdab. While the
embrace and sexual metaphors portrayed in dyads are significant, their main purpose is
supported by the role of the family in the tomb and the architectural space they occupied.
As Warden has shown, the serdab seems to have been reserved for the family and
individuals closest to the deceased tomb owner.7
The embrace made by a female toward her male counterpart is quite intriguing
because ancient Egyptian art rarely portrayed moments in time. Sex was rarely depicted
in art. Other ways of representing sexual acts were therefore required. By embracing her
husband, a woman could sexually excite him, yet not stray from Egyptian artistic
guidelines of decorum. This touch is then, a metaphorical symbol that ties together the
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female’s participation in the male’s rebirth. The embrace depicted in over 90% of statues
in this corpus suggests that the wife was acting as a non-royal manifestation of a concept
similar to the ‘God’s Hand’. I would argue that this embrace is the earliest occurrence of
a female playing the role as the hand for her husband that sexually excites him, allowing
him to become reborn. Although our evidence for the feminine epithet ‘God’s Hand’ has
not been attested as early as the Old Kingdom, I would argue that Egyptian religious
belief system was in development well before our dating systems place it and that is due
to a lack of preserved evidence.
During this research, several questions were raised when discussing the female’s
role in her partner’s rebirth, as well as the function of pair statues within the context of
the tomb. Since men were never sexualized in such a way as women, who sexually
excited females so that they might become reborn? The ancient Egyptian belief system is
understood as having encompassed everyone, male or female, in the context of enjoying
an afterlife, yet there is the problem of female rebirth. How did women become reborn
and did they require sexual excitation from another partner? Alternatively, did females
expect to perform sexual acts with their husbands, thus leading to their regeneration? If
women in the Ramesside Period did in fact alter their gender to associate their rebirth
with masculine creator gods as Kathlyn Cooney has proposed8, then how did women of
the Old Kingdom accomplish this regeneration? McCarthy and Cooney have suggested
various ways that royal women could achieve this rebirth.
Cooney has considered questions in her research on the decorative program of
Ramesside coffins, reaching a conclusion regarding the issues of female rebirth. She
8
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notes that during all periods, including the Ramesside era, royal men were associated
with the gods of creation, Atum, Osiris, and Re, so that they may “transform into
manifestations” of them.9 While men could transform themselves into temporary
manifestations of the masculine gods of creation, female rebirth seemed to have been an
issue. In examining Ramesside Period coffins, Cooney concluded that women utilized
coffins with depictions of Nut and other goddesses who aided males, so that they might
also associate with male deities and their creative abilities.10 After a man temporarily
transformed into a male god, he would inevitably return to his mortal self, but as a
“blessed dead”11 once he completed the process of rebirth. As with men, funerary images
of royal women imply that after a woman had reached this state, she would then return to
“her feminine self, her true form for all eternity”.12
Alternatively, McCarthy has demonstrated usage of the tomb and its scenes within
as a mode of rebirth for royal females.13 The author demonstrates that several
components that make up the decoration of the tombs of Nefertari (QV 66) and Tawosret
(KV 14) allow them to become reborn via identification with masculine epithets and male
deities. With respect to the tomb of Nefertari, McCarthy argues that the absence of
Ramsesses II allowed the queen to regenerate herself because if he were shown in the
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tomb, he would be the “more appropriate “Osiris” and “Re” due to royal decorum.14 In
both queens’ tombs, masculine grammatical constructions in conjunction with feminine
epithets and male deities were utilized as a way for the royal women to identify
themselves with those very gods.15 Whereas these two studies apply to royal women, it
remains to be seen whether or not these methodologies can be used to explain the rebirth
of non-royal women.
There would have been representations of the entire family unit within the serdab,
a space replete with metaphors for the rebirth of the deceased individual. I agree with
Warden’s analysis that the serdab was a space within the deceased’s tomb that mimicked
domestic architecture and allowed the continued functioning of the family as a unit.
Dyads were a part of a much larger assemblage found in serdabs and would have
functioned on several levels. As Warden has demonstrated, the serdab generally
contained several different types of statues including individual, pair, pseudo-group,
triad, and servant statues.16 As Warden has illustrated, the serdabs were intended for
familial relationships and I agree that coupled with dyads and other statue types, the
space was full of metaphors for the rebirth of the deceased individual.
In Chapter Four I chose to examine the Pyramid Texts and non-royal access to
that material. While most examples that I cited were from royal contexts, analyses by
Hays has demonstrated that elite individuals did have some form of knowledge that gave
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them access to rituals comparable to royals individuals and their use of the Pyramid
Texts.17 While non-royals may have not had access to royal pyramids or written forms of
these texts, they were still aware of their content and how that could benefit their
afterlife. Hellum has illustrated the use of myth within the Pyramid Texts and while
doing so has also argued that access was based upon knowledge, which was more
important than displaying the texts inside of tombs.18 She argues, “the purpose of myth is
to provide reasons, explanations, and justifications for human behavior and natural
occurrences that might otherwise be inexplicable”.19 Myths, then, would have been a part
of the lives of ancient Egyptians well before the advent of the Pyramid Texts. By
analyzing the types of myth in the Pyramid Texts that involve female deities such as Nut,
Nephthys, and Isis, we see that the role of the mother and wife were important elements
in the rebirth of males. Coupled with the familial use of the serdab, dyads represented an
everlasting image of the potential family and the continued support performed by the
mother/ wife.
The corpus of twenty-seven dyads from the Fourth to Sixth Dynasty from Giza
presented in this thesis has created a resource to answer several questions and has raised
others. It has been demonstrated that higher status individuals were not always positioned
of the viewer’s left; females were placed in that position in over half of the dyads
surveyed. Almost every pair statue represented the female slightly behind the male with
one or both of her hands embracing his body. Along with these statistics and discussions
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of textual references and religious beliefs, it has been argued that non-royal females
played an active role in their male counterpart’s rebirth through the use of sexual
symbols, especially the embrace. More importantly, the placement of these dyads (and
other statue types) within the serdab adds another element that allowed the eternal
functioning of the family and the cyclical rebirth of the tomb owner.
I hope to continue this examination and to expand the current corpus. Both
Cooney and McCarthy’s theories regarding female rebirth in the New Kingdom will be
used in future analyses of Old Kingdom non-royal female rebirth. This research is still in
the early stages, but I hope that a more detailed corpus of dyads dating to the Old
Kingdom will enable me to reach a more definitive conclusion about their function and
characteristics and how that was applied to the process of eternal rebirth.
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Table 1: Table of all dyads incorporated in this corpus including their provenance and
source information.
Accession Number
?

Mastaba
Nary G 8785

EMC_TR_8.5.43.1

Dag G 8976

Unversität Leipzig, Ägyptisches
Museum, 3684
E.62.1926
KHM_ÄS_7444
HM_6-19781

Mastaba of Itw
Heti G 5480
Ka-pu-ptah G 4461
Hetepib G1022

Hermann Junker, Gîza VIII.
Hermann Junker, Gîza VI, pl. XXII.
George A. Reisner, “The Work of the
Hearst Egyptian Expedition of the
University of California in 1903–04”,
130–141.

EMC_JE_66620

Mersu’ankh G 8990

Ohio 49.4

Raramu G 2099

HUMFA_12-11-21

Herunefer G2353

MFA 21.2597

Ikhui G 2415

MFA 06.1885

Mesi G 2009

MFA 31.777

Nefu G 7946

MFA 06.1876

Ptahkhenuwy G 2004

MFA 12.1488

Irakhptah G 1501

EMC_JE_38670

Mesi G 2009

HM_6-19760

Renptenefret G 1020

JE 49691

Iuf

OIC_E_10618

Nikauinpu

HM_6-19775

Ikhetneb G1206

Selim Hassan, Excavations at Gîza I:
1929-1930, pl. LXXIII.
Ann Roth, Palace of Attendants, pl.
CXIII and CXIV.
William Kelly Simpson, Giza IV, pl.
LIX.
Smith, William Stevenson. Ancient
Egypt as Represented in the Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, 56.
William Stevenson Smith, A History
of Egyptian Sculpture and Painting in
the Old Kingdom, 69.
Porter, Bertha, and Rosalind L.B.
Moss. Topographical Bibliography of
Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts,
Reliefs, and Paintings 3: Memphis
(Abû Rawâsh to Dahshûr), 207.
Reisner, George A. “The Work of the
Hearst Egyptian Expedition of the
University of California in 1903–04.”
Records of the Past 4, Part V (May
1905), pp. 130–141.
Smith, William Stevenson. A History
of Egyptian Sculpture and Painting in
the Old Kingdom, 74.
George A. Reisner, “The Work of the
Hearst Egyptian Expedition of the
University of California in 1903–04”,
130–141.
George A. Reisner, A History of the
Giza Necropolis 1, 216, figs. 13, 87.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/archaeolog
y/
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/archaeolog
y/
Porter, Bertha, and Rosalind L.B.
Moss. Topographical Bibliography of
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Source
Selim Hassan, Excavations at Gîza V:
1933-1934, pl. LX.
Selim Hassan, Excavations at Gîza II:
1930-1931, pl. XVIII.
Hermann Junker, Gîza V, pl. XIII.

RPM_1

Imhetep D215

EMC_JE_43960

Imsetka G 4351

HUMFA_39-1-16

Raramu G 2099

KHM_ÄS_7501

Ptahshepses

KHM_ÄS_7502

Pehenptah G 5280

MFAB_21.2596

Weri G 2415

Louvre E 15592
?

No # attested
Mastaba of IT.f

Ancient Egyptian Hieroglyphic Texts,
Reliefs, and Paintings 3: Memphis
(Abû Rawâsh to Dahshûr), 58.
Eva Martin-Pardey, Plastik des Alten
Reiches. Teil 1. Corpus Antiquitatum
Aegyptiacarum, 1-8.
Hermann Junker, “The Austrian
Excavations, 1914”, 250–253.
Roth, Ann Macy. A Cemetery of
Palace Attendants, 151, pl. 114.
Hermann Junker, Gîza VII. Der
Ostabschnitt des Westfriedhof, 93-95,
103, Abb. 40 oben auf S. 95, Taf. 21a.
George A. Reisner, “The Harvard–
University—Museum of Fine Arts
Egyptian Expedition”, 13–20.
William Stevenson Smith, Ancient
Egypt as Represented in the Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, 56.
Hermann Junker, Gîza XII, 136.
Hermann Junker, Gîza X, pl. xiii.

Table 2: Bar graph representing each characteristic that was examined in this study.
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
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Table 3: Bar graph of the various embraces seen within this corpus of dyads.
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Type 1

Type 2

Type 3

Type 4

Table 4: Table of the four types of embraces that are found within this corpus of dyads.
Embrace
Type 1

Description
The elbow of the male
embraced by one hand of the
female, while her other hand
reaches around his back.

Type 2

Holding hands.

Type 3

The female embraces the male
with an arm around the back.

Type 4

Both figures perform a
reciprocal embrace with arms
around both shoulders.
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Table 5: Table of the types of utterances and corresponding utterance examples found in
the Pyramid Texts that reference different deities aiding in the rebirth of royal
individuals.
Type of utterance

Pyramid Text references

Ennead aiding in the rebirth of
the deceased.

PT 247 § 258, PT 248 § 262, PT 371, PT 442 §
819, PT 468 § 895, PT 468 § 902-3, PT 477 §
956, PT 479 § 990-1, PT 485B § 1032-33, PT
486 § 1044-5, PT 532 § 1262, PT 601 § 1660,
PT 606 § 1694, PT 677 § 2020.

Isis and/ or Nephthys aiding in
the rebirth of the deceased.

PT 4 § 3, PT 42 § 32, PT 268 § 371-372, PT
357 § 592, PT 366 § 632, PT 406 § 707, PT 413
§ 734, PT 419 § 744, PT 477 § 960-961, PT
510 § 1140, PT 511 § 1154, PT 532 § 12551258, PT 555 § 1375, PT 572 § 1472, PT 661 §
1873, PT 663 § 1883.

Nut aiding in the rebirth of Re.

PT 11 § 8, PT 44 § 34, PT 49 § 37, PT 205 §
122, PT 210 § 128, PT 210 § 130, PT 249 §
266, PT 222 § 209, PT 252 § 274, PT 259 §
313, PT 262 § 336-337, PT 263 § 340, PT 265
§ 351, PT 265 § 357, PT 266 § 358, PT 266 §
362, PT 267 § 366-368, PT 268 § 372, PT 271
§ 390, PT 302 § 461, PT 305 § 472, PT 304 §
470, PT 321 § 517, PT 326 § 534, PT 335 §
546, PT 359 § 599-600, PT 402 § 698, PT 407
§710-713, PT 417 § 741, PT 419 § 743, PT 422
§ 756-7, PT 412 § 733, PT 439 § 812, PT 456 §
856, PT 467 § 888-889, PT 467 § 891, PT 470
§ 915, 919, PT 471 § 922-923, PT 473 § 927,
PT 478 § 971, PT 479 § 990, PT 483 § 1016,
PT 485A § 1029, PT 512 § 1167, PT 513 §
1171, PT 508 § 1107-1108, PT 519 § 1206, PT
515 § 1179-1180, PT 524 § 1238, PT 525 §
1246, PT 539 § 1316-1318, PT 548 § 1345,
1347, PT 562 § 1405, PT 565 § 1423, PT 567 §
1430, PT 569 § 1442, PT 570 § 1465, PT 571 §
1469-1470, 1479, PT 575 § 1492-1498, PT 576
§ 1517, PT 586A § 1586, PT 606 § 1687-1688,
PT 609 § 1705, 1709, PT 610 § 1720, PT 624 §
1760, PT 637 § 1802, PT 650 § 1835, PT 667 §
1938, PT 673 § 1990, PT 677 § 2019, 2025,
2028, PT 681 § 2035, PT 682 § 2045, PT 684 §
2062, PT 687 § 2077, PT 690 § 2095-2096, PT
691A § 2126, PT 697 § 2175, PT 700 § 2183,
PT 722 § 2243.
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Figure 1:
Menkaure and Kha-merer-nebty II. Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Harvard University –
Museum of Fine Arts Expedition (11.1738). (Dorothea Arnold, When the Pyramids were
Built: Egyptian Art from the Old Kingdom (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art,
1999), fig. 67.

Figure 2:
Narmer palette. EMC_ 28.9.8 (William Stevenson Smith, The Art and Architecture of
Ancient Egypt (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1998), figs. 13 & 14.
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Figure 3 & 4:
Niankhkhnum and Khnumhotep, fishing and fowling scenes in the pillared portico, south
wall. Tomb of Niakhkhnum and Khnumhotep, Saqqara, Egypt, Dynasty 5. (Ahmed M.
Moussa and Hartwil Altenmüller, Das Grab des Niankhkhnum und Chnumhotep (Mainz:
Verlag Philipp von Zabern, 1977), figs. 5, 6.

Figure 5:
Mereruka spearfishing. Tomb of Mereruka, Saqqara, Egypt, Dynatsy 6. (The Saqqarah
Expedition, The Mastaba of Mereruka, vol. I (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1938),
pl. 9.
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Figure 6:
Ahmose pregnant with Hatshepsut led by Khnum and Heqet. The Temple of Hatshepsut
at Deir el-Bahri. Photo © courtesy of Rebekah Vogel, 2017.

Figure 7:
Amun with Queen Ahmose. The Temple of Hatshepsut at Deir el-Bahri. Photo ©
courtesy of Rebekah Vogel, 2017.
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Figure 8:
Statuettes of King Menkaure in various stages of completion, Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, Harvard University – Museum of Fine Arts Expedition (11.730-32). (Dorothea
Arnold, When the Pyramids Were Built: Egyptian Art from the Old Kingdom (New York:
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1999), fig. 4.

Figures 9 & 10:
Male and female determinatives. (Alan Gardiner, Egyptian Grammar: Being an
Introduction to the Study of Hieroglyphs (London: Oxford University Press, 1957), A1 &
B1.
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Figure 11:
Mastaba of Idu G 7102, west wall, offering slabs in front of niche and secondary niche.
(William Kelly Simpson, The Mastabas of Qar and Idu: G 7101 and 7102, vol. 1.
(Boston: Department of Egyptian and Ancient Near Eastern Art, Museum of Fine Arts,
1976), pl. XXIIc.

Figure 12:
Mastaba of Idu G 7102, west wall, offering slabs in front of niche and secondary niche.
(William Kelly Simpson, The Mastabas of Qar and Idu: G 7101 and 7102, vol. 1.
(Boston: Department of Egyptian and Ancient Near Eastern Art, Museum of Fine Arts,
1976), pl. XXIIa.
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Figure 13:
Htp hieroglyph, (bread loaf and offering mat), Drawing from Richard Wilkinson, Reading
Egyptian Art (London: Thames & Hudson, 1995), 163.

Figure 14:
Limestone relief on a door-jamb of King Nectanebo II (living Horus) embraced by Isis,
from the Serapeum at Saqqara, c. 35- B.C.E. (Cyril Aldred, Egyptian art (London:
Thames & Hudson, 1985), fig. 194.
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Figure 15:
Snefru-nefer. Kunsthistorisches Museum, Ägyptisch-Orientalische Sammlung, Vienna
(ÄS 7506). (Dorothea Arnold, When the Pyramids Were Built: Egyptian Art from the Old
Kingdom (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1999), fig. 85.

Figure 16:
King Osorkon II suckled by the goddess Hathor. Relief from the gateway of King
Shoshenq I at Karnak. (Gay Robins, The Art of Ancient Egypt (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2008), fig. 238.
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Figure 17:
Goddess nursing King Unas. The temple of Unas at Saqqara. Fifth Dynasty. Cairo,
Egyptian museum. (Gay Robins, The Art of Ancient Egypt (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2008), fig. 52.

Figure 18:
Slab Stela of Nefer. Phoebe Apperson Hearst Museum of Anthropology, University of
California at Berkeley (6-19801). (Dorothea Arnold, When the Pyramids Were Built:
Egyptian Art from the Old Kingdom (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1999),
fig. 39.
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CORPUS
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Dyad 2:
Hetepib and wife Setepet.
HM_6_19781. Digital Giza: The Giza
Project at Harvard University.
Accessed January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 1:
Kapuptah and wife Ipep. ÄS 7444. (Dorothea
Arnold, When the Pyramids Were Built:
Egyptian Art of the Old Kingdom (New
York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1999),
fig. 87.

Dyad 4:
Imhetep and wife Ankhhathor. RPM_1.
Digital Giza: The Giza Project at
Harvard University. Accessed January,
2018. http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 3:
Akhethetep and wife. Phoebe A.
Hearst Museum of Anthropology 619775. Digital Giza: The Giza Project
at Harvard University. Accessed
January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/
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Dyad 5:
Weri and wife. MFAB_21.2596.
Digital Giza: The Giza Project at
Harvard University. Accessed January,
2018. http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 6:
Raherka and wife Mersu-‘ankh. Louvre
E 15592. Digital Giza: The Giza Project
at Harvard University. Accessed
January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 7:
Ptahshepses and wife Redines.
KHM_ÄS_7501. Digital Giza: The Giza
Project at Harvard University. Accessed
January, 2018. http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 8:
Pehenptah and mother Amendjefaes.
KHM_ÄS_7502. Digital Giza: The Giza
Project at Harvard University. Accessed
January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/
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Dyad 9:
Raramu and Ankhet. HUMFA_391-16. Digital Giza: The Giza Project
at Harvard University. Accessed
January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 10:
Ptahkhenuwy and wife.
HUMFA_ 06.1876. The Giza Project at
Harvard University. Accessed January,
2018. http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 12:
Ikhui and wife Bebi. MFA 21.2597.
Digital Giza: The Giza Project at
Harvard University. Accessed January,
2018. http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 11:
Mersu-‘ankh and wife.
EMC_JE_66620. Digital Giza: The
Giza Project at Harvard University.
Accessed January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/
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Dyad 13:
Heti and wife Henut. E.62.1926.
Digital Giza: The Giza Project at
Harvard University. Accessed
January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 14:
Herunefer and wife Nedjet-pet.
HUMFA_12-11-21. Digital Giza: The
Giza Project at Harvard University.
Accessed January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 15:

Dyad 16:

Bau and Baru. MFA 06.1885. Digital Giza:
The Giza Project at Harvard University.
Accessed January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Nefu and wife Khenetemsetju. MFA 31.777.
Digital Giza: The Giza Project at Harvard
University. Accessed January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/
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Dyad 17:
Iuf and wife Meri. JE 49691. Digital
Giza: The Giza Project at Harvard
University. Accessed January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 18:
Nikauinpu and wife Hemetredjet.
OIC_E_10618. Digital Giza: The Giza
Project at Harvard University.
Accessed January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 19:
Imsetka and wife Khuitbauinu.
EMC_JE_43960. Digital Giza: The Giza
Project at Harvard University. Accessed
January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 20:
Raramu and wife Ankhet. HUMFA_391-16. Digital Giza: The Giza Project at
Harvard University. Accessed January,
2018. http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/
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Dyad 21:
Irankhptah and wife Nyankhhathor.
MFA 12.1488. Digital Giza: The Giza
Project at Harvard University.
Accessed January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 22:
Mesi and wife Sesesekh. MFA 06.1885.
Digital Giza: The Giza Project at Harvard
University. Accessed January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 23:
Hetepi and wife Renptenefret. HM_619760. Digital Giza: The Giza Project
at Harvard University. Accessed
January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 24:
Iai-ib and wife Khuaut. Digital Giza:
The Giza Project at Harvard
University. Universität Leipzig,
Ägyptisches Museum (3684).
(Dorothea Arnold, When the Pyramids
Were Built: Egyptian Art of the Old
Kingdom, (New York: Mtropolitan
Museum of Art, 1999), fig. 61.
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Dyad 25:
Nary and wife. Museum location
unknown. Digital Giza: The Giza Project
at Harvard University. Accessed
January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 26:
Dag and wife.
EMC_TR_8.5.43.1. Digital
Giza: The Giza Project at
Harvard University. Accessed
January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/

Dyad 27:
‘JT.f and wife. Museum location
unknown. Digital Giza: The Giza
Project at Harvard University.
Accessed January, 2018.
http://giza.fas.harvard.edu/
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